Professionals evaluate Schlori swim cushions

Petra Gottfried:
Supervisor and Instructor Dept. Baby and toddler water acclimatisation and swimming
for beginners. Deutscher Schwimmverband DSV
We recommend the Schloris in the field of beginners of swimming. The arms are free to move
in an ideal way. It is a perfect way to reduce buoyancy only by pressing the cushions. This is
a prior condition to learn how to swim. Also are the cushions well to use even after years of
use.
Swim arm bands are not suited for swimming lessons because mobility is limited and reducing buoyancy is difficult.
Dieter Graumann
Author, Committee science, education, school. Deutschen Schwimmverband DSV
SCHLORI swim cushions are favoured by teachers and instructors consisting of their method.
It is convenient for them to reduce buoyancy by a brief pressure on the cushions. At the same
time they are able to watch their trainees…
Dr. Lilli Ahrend
Associate professor Deutsche Sporthochschule Köln.
Deutscher Schwimmverband DSV
For me, the SCHLORI-system is highly interesting. The cushions are made of natural fiber,
space saving, easy to handle and without valves they are fascinating in their functionality. On
the course to learn how to swim they may supply an important psychological aid.
During my advanced training courses I introduce this modern help to swim instructors-to-be,
so they know about the variety of possibilities and their functionality.
Christian Poswiat
Flippers Schwimmschule in Wuppertal
Since 1995 I am using the SCHLORI swim cushions in my swim academy. Since then countless children in the age of 2-10 years have learnt how to swim. Children start their first swimming movements in the age of 2 with the help of SCHLORIS. Often they are able to achieve
their first swimming badge when they are about 3 years old.
Even adults, e.g. a 56 year old woman managed to lose her fear of water with these cushions
and learned swimming afterwards. By now she frequently is doing her laps (of course without her SCHLORIS) My pupils and their parents are enthusiastic about the SCHLORI swim
cushions. We recommend them and sell lots of them.

